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INTRODUCTION & METHODOLOGY

The draft inventory report that follows is organized by Agency/Location/Work for ease of review.

Page 4 contains a basic Contents Table, which directs each agency to “their” section. On the first page indicated for each section is a more detailed list of works by location or description.

The exception is Appendix 1 which details the works discovered in the Oyster Park underpass, the provenance of which is unclear.

For the most part the condition of works is “good”, except for early murals (see Section 6).

Due to space restrictions for this document, most works are represented by one or two illustrations. In the database to be created this restriction will not apply and additional images, as well as audio and video, will be included.

The Condition Report (located at the bottom of each record) and any detail image of deterioration or damage is for internal agency use only and will not be included in the database record.

It should be noted that photographing some of the works was problematic due to either lighting conditions or location in narrow corridors or high on a wall and under fluorescent lighting. This has been notated where it occurred, and such images are not suitable for reproduction for other purposes than for reference. If images are desired for other purposes such as tours, web site, tourism brochures, poster or print material, professional (re) photography will be required.

Missing Data
Details not found or provided at the date of submitting this second draft report: some details such as date created/ dimensions, etc., are still outstanding and are indicated in yellow highlight throughout. Every effort will be made to acquire this information with the assistance of the relevant agency and/or artists, prior to data entry in January/February 2015, however some data may not be recoverable due to time lapses and lack of documentation.
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Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2011.1

Object ID Number: NPA2011.1.1

Type: OBJECT-SCULPTURE

Medium 1: STONE

Medium 2: METAL

Title: EYE OF ODIN

Artist(s): PETER LUNDBERG

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: CALF PASTURE BEACH

Dimensions: unknown

Edition #: N/A

Description: Large carved sculpture with metal strip interior lining

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good: some evidence of attempted tagging on interior metal lining.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2013.1

Object ID Number: NPA2013.1.1

Type: OBJECT- TILE MURAL

Medium 1: Painted, glazed ceramic tile

Medium 2: Found sea-shells adhered to surface

Title: BE KIND

Artist(s): KIM SALANDER (Wirth Salander Studios)

Date Created (Year): 

Location: CALF PASTURE BEACH

Dimensions: 71” H x 297” W x 1” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Hand painted glazed tile mural created with community participation.

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2013.1

Object ID Number: NPA2013.1.2

Type: OBJECT- MURAL

Medium 1: Paint on brick

Medium 2:

Title: LONG ISLAND SOUND

Artist(s): KIM SALANDER (Wirth Salander Studio)

Date Created (Year): 

Location: CALF PASTURE BEACH

Dimensions: 82” H x 274” W

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted mural with low relief ceramic border

Ownership: UNCLEAR. COMMISSIONED BY PARKS & REC OR PRIVATELY BY RESTAURANT?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2013.1

Object ID Number: NPA2013.1.3

Type: OBJECT - MURAL

Medium 1: Paint on brick

Medium 2:

Title: CITY OF NORWALK

Artist(s): ZIGGY BOBER

Date Created (Year):

Location: CALF PASTURE BEACH

Dimensions: 72” h X 234” W

Edition #: N/A

Description:

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2004.1

Object ID Number: NPA2004.1.1

Type: OBJECT-SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2: Paint

Title: MANDARIN

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 1983

Location: CRANBURY PARK

Dimensions: 62” H x 80” W x 24” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Machine cut metal sculpture on metal base plates 42” x 13”

Ownership: Long term loan by artist to City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Poor. Coating of red paint is flaking over all surface, exposing white primer undercoat. See detail above
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2004.1

Object ID Number: NPA2004.1.2

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: METRIC

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): [redacted]

Location: CRANBURY PARK

Dimensions: 92” H x 27” W x 77” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Welded and bolted metal sculpture with natural aging patina of rust weathering, on 40” x 40” base plate

Ownership: Long term loan by artist to City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2004.1

Object ID Number: NPA2004.1.3

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: SQUARED

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 2004

Location: CRANBURY PARK

Dimensions: 101” H x 93” W x 42” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Metal welded and bolted sculpture with natural aging patina, on 3 base plates 16” x 16”

Ownership: Long term loan by artist to City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2004.1

Object ID Number: NPA2004.1.4

Type: OBJECT SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: DOGON

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 1997

Location: CRANBURY PARK

Dimensions: 107” H x 64” W x 101” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Welded and bolted metal sculpture with natural aging patina, mounted on 72” diameter base

Ownership: Long term loan by artist to City of Norwalk Parks & Recreation

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Unfortunate placement of road sign adjacent to sculpture detracts from presence.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2009.1
Object ID Number: NPA2009.1.1
Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal
Medium 2: Found object-flywheel

Title: HOSEA

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 2005
Location: Veteran’s Park

Dimensions: ? H x 200” W x 190” D
Edition #: N/A

Description: Monumental welded and bolted metal sculpture with natural aged patina surface

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2009.1

Object ID Number: NPA2009.1.2

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: SPRING-A-LING

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 2007

Location: Veteran’s Park

Dimensions: 93” H x 234” W x 174” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Forged metal sculpture supported on four base plates

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2009.1

Object ID Number: NPA2009.1.3

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: TORQUE

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 1997

Location: Veteran’s Park

Dimensions: 116.5” H x 84” W x 87” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Welded metal sculpture on circular base plate

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Sculpture is in good condition. There is a piece of driftwood jammed in the top opening of the sculpture that should be removed.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2009.1
Object ID Number: NPA2009.1.4
Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2: Title: VALENTINE TWO

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 2008
Location: Veteran’s Park

Dimensions: 118” H x 180” W x 128” D
Edition #: N/A

Description: Forged metal sculpture

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good. Base plate still has label attached from Stamford Art in Public Places -earlier location of work.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2009.1

Object ID Number: NPA2009.1.5

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: SKIPPER

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 2009

Location: Veteran’s Park

Dimensions: ? H x 192” W x 158” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Forged metal sculpture

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA1990.1

Object ID Number: NPA1990.1.1

Type: OBJECT-SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: TIMELESS CLOCK

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 1974

Location: William D. Peters Art Park

Dimensions: 92” H x 63” W x 26” D
Base 4’ H x 54” W

Edition #: N/A

Description: Welded metal sculpture with natural aged patina/rust

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name:  CITY OF NORWALK
          PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2002.1

Object ID Number: NPA2002.1.1

Type:  OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1:  Metal

Medium 2:  Found object - gear wheel

Title: CELEBRATION

Artist(s):  CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 2002

Location:  50 Washington Street Plaza

Dimensions: 147” H x 121” W x 93” D
          Base: 20” H x 140” W x 95” D

Edition #: N/A

Description:  Welded metal sculpture with natural aged patina/rust, on concrete pedestal base.

Ownership:  Loan from artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Base plate has soil and small weed growth build up.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2002.2
Object ID Number: NPA2002.2.1

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal
Medium 2: Wood, steel cable

Title: UNKNOWN

Artist(s): SANDY McLEOD

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Oyster Shell Park at end of cinder path loop

Dimensions: approx. 166” H x 132” W X 210” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Mixed media sculpture on raised platform with natural grasses and plants.

Ownership: Loan of artist?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Grasses could be trimmed occasionally perhaps.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2002.2

Object ID Number: NPA2002.2.2

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Wood

Medium 2: Metal, chain

Title: UNKNOWN

Artist(s): UNKNOWN

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Oyster Shell Park upper cinder path

Dimensions: approx. 160” H x 150” W x 70” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Mixed media sculpture on metal base plate

Ownership: Loan of artist?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK
PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2002.2

Object ID Number: NPA2002.2.1

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Metal

Medium 2:

Title: PROJECTILE

Artist(s): CAROL EISNER

Date Created (Year): 1992

Location: Adjacent to Maritime Aquarium on waterfront

Dimensions: 80” H x 110” W x 18” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Welded metal sculpture on two metal strips resting on concrete pad.

Ownership: Loan by artist

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Needs occasional monitoring as people tend to stuff twigs and branches into the open tubular barrel.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2002.2

Object ID Number: NPA2002.2.2

Type: OBJECT -SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Brushed Aluminum?

Medium 2: Steel chain and fastenings

Title: UNKNOWN

Artist(s): DALE GRAHAM

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Adjacent to Maritime Aquarium on waterfront

Dimensions: 170” x 48” W x 36” D
Base plate: 80” x 80”

Edition #: N/A

Description: Mixed media welded metal sculpture suggestive of sailing yacht or rig.

Ownership: Loan of artist?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Occasional monitoring suggested as interior space at base is littered with empty liquor bottles and beer cans.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2002.2

Object ID Number: NPA2002.2.3

Type: OBJECT -SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cement

Medium 2: Metal, steel, paint

Title: REBIRTH

Artist(s): ZIGGY BOBER

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Adjacent to Maritime Aquarium on waterfront

Dimensions: Not measured

Edition #: N/A

Description: Mixed media sculpture. Label reads Norwalk Recreation & Parks Outdoor Art Program.

Ownership: Loan by artist ? Or City of Norwalk ? See Description

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Fair. Hard to tell if the graffiti is intentional or after installation.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2013.2

Object ID Number: NPA2013.2.1

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Fiberglass?

Medium 2: metal, steel

Title: AWAKENING

Artist(s): ZIGGY BOBER

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Mathews Park

Dimensions: approx. 144” H x 112” W 110” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Mixed media figurative sculpture, surrounded by plantings of grasses

Ownership: Loan of artist?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: Limited edition color gelatin print from Kodachrome film negative. Numbered and signed on the matte.

Ownership: City of Norwalk (Parks & Recreation)

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Not archivally framed.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2001.1

Object ID Number: NPA2001.1.2

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Color Photograph from film negative

Medium 2:

Title: HARBOR REFLECTIONS- 1, HOMER, AK

Artist(s): TOM KRETSCH

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Office Lobby Parks & Rec. City Hall.

Dimensions: Image 8.75” x 13”

Edition #: 1/150

Description: Limited edition color gelatin print from Kodachrome film negative.. Numbered and signed on the matte.

Ownership: City of Norwalk (Parks & Recreation)

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Not archivally framed.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2001.1

Object ID Number: NPA2001.1.3

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Color Photograph from film negative

Medium 2:

Title: HARBOR REFLECTIONS- MONS, SPAIN

Artist(s): TOM KRETSCH

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Office Lobby Parks & Rec. City Hall.

Dimensions: Image 8.75” x 13”

Edition #: 4/250

Description: Limited edition color gelatin print from Kodachrome film negative. Numbered and signed on the matte.

Ownership: City of Norwalk (Parks & Recreation)

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Not archivally framed.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS & RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2001.1

Object ID Number: NPA2001.1.4

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Color Photograph from film negative

Medium 2:

Title: WORN AND WEATHERED, P.T.

Artist(s): TOM KRETSCH

Date Created (Year): unknown

Location: Office Lobby Parks & Rec. City Hall.

Dimensions: Image 8.75” x 13”

Edition #: 3/150

Description: Limited edition color gelatin print from Kodachrome film negative. Numbered and signed on the matte.

Ownership: City of Norwalk (Parks & Recreation)

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Not archivally framed.
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Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.1

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: CT AT WORK - QUILTS

Artist(s): LIZZY ROCKWELL

Date Created (Year): 2014

Location: South Main & Monroe Streets

Dimensions: 74” H x 44” W x 29” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Connecticut at work”. 1 of 4

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.2

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: CT AT WORK - FISHING

Artist(s): DOOLIO

Date Created (Year): 2014

Location: Entrance to Webster Parking Lot at M.L. K Blvd

Dimensions: 62” H x 44” W x 28” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Connecticut at work”. 2 of 4

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.3

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: CT AT WORK - HACIENDA SONOCOCHO (Cooking from Columbia)

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 2014

Location: M.L.K.Blvd & Lowe Street.

Dimensions: 66” H x 44” W x 31” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Connecticut at work”. 3 of 4

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.4

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: CT AT WORK - CLOCK

Artist(s): MICHAEL J

Date Created (Year): 2014

Location: M.L.K.Blvd & Bates Ct.

Dimensions: 70” H x 44” W x 29” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Connecticut at work”. 4 of 4

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Poor. Paint (enamel aerosol spray?) blistering and peeling off in sheets.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.5

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE

Artist(s): JAHMANE

Date Created (Year): 2014

Location: Intersection of Washington, N. & S. Main Sts.

Dimensions: 73” H x 44” W x 29” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Young Adult Literature”. 1 of 4. Sponsored by the Norwalk Public Library

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database. Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.6

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA

Artist(s): JAMES WEBSTER

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: N. Water & Washington Sts.

Dimensions: 72” H x 44” W x 29” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Young Adult Literature”. 2 of 4. Sponsored by the Norwalk Public Library

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.7

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: ANANSI THE SPIDER

Artist(s): AISHA ALFORD

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Marshall St. at N. Main

Dimensions: 74” H x 44” W x 31” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Young Adult Literature”. 3 of 4. Sponsored by the Norwalk Public Library

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - DEPT. OF PUBLIC WORKS

Accession Number: NPA2014.1

Object ID Number: NPA2014.1.8

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on metal utility box

Medium 2:

Title: MOBY DICK

Artist(s): TODD EMERSON

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: West Avenue at Walgreens

Dimensions: 74” H x 44” W x 29” D

Edition #: N/A

Description: Painted traffic light control box illustrating the theme “Young Adult Literature”. 4 of 4. Sponsored by the Norwalk Public Library

Ownership: City of Norwalk Parking Authority

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. One graffiti tag on south side of box in pale blue area of sky/sea.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.1

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES:

“READ ALL ABOUT IT”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 43.5” H x 18.25” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.2

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “IN THE CAVALRY”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 57.25” H x 23” W X 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership:  City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.3

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “POPS”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 44.5” H x 28.5” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.4

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “THE MASONS”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 60” H x 46” Q x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.5

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “WITH MONA’S HELP”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 54” H x 25” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.6

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “SKATE RAT”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 30.5” H x 18.5” W X 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.9

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “LOVE AND PEACE”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 45.5” h x 32.5”.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.10

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “CIVIL SOLDIER”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 62” H x 25” W x 0.75” D

Edition #: 

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.11

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “CHILDHOOD MEMORIES”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 48” H x 61.5” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.12

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “SHOPPING IN STYLE”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 66.5” H x 50” W x 0.75” D

Edition #: 

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.14

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “HATS BY WOMEN”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 49.5” H x 53” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.18

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “THE PRIVATEER”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 50” H x 52” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.19

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “FLAPPER GIRLS”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 64.5” H x 45.5” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.22

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “FRUITS OF THE SOUND”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 61.5” H x 37” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.24

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “EQUALITY”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 66.5” H x 34” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.25

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “ROLLER DISCO”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 66” H x 36.5” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.27

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “GENERATION X”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 47.5” H x 17” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.28

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “ROCKIN’ PUNKS”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 66” H x 44.5” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.29

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “THE SOCIALITES”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 49” H x 26.5” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.31

Type: OBJECT-PAINTED WOOD CUTOUT

Medium 1: Paint on wood

Medium 2:

Title: SILHOUETTED FACES AND PERIOD PIECES: “INDIVIDUAL CULTURES”

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 05/2012

Location: South Norwalk Rail Station underpass

Dimensions: 60.5” H x 43” W x 0.75” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 32 painted cut-out figures and groups illustrating clothing styles throughout Norwalk’s history. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.33

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: CORSET FACTORY

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #: 

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.35

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: DAIRY TRUCK

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.36

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: HAT ON POST

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.37

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2: 

Title: HARBOR SEAL

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #: 

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.38

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: BUOY

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.39

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: SEAGULL

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.40

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: CLAMS

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.41

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: OYSTER SHANTY

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.42

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: CLAM BOAT

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.43

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: SCHOONER

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.44

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: FISHING BOAT

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.45

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: CABOOSE

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.46

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: TRAIN CAR (front)

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.47

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: STEAM ENGINE

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK - PARKING AUTHORITY

Accession Number: NPA2012.1

Object ID Number: NPA2012.1.48

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2:

Title: SWITCH TOWER

Artist(s): DAVID BOYAJIAN, MATT RINK, VINCENT APPEL

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: South Norwalk railway Station

Dimensions: approx. 8” H x 8” W x 8” D

Edition #:

Description: An installation of 17 aluminum cast sculptures, attached to newel posts in the east lobby and hallway of the South Norwalk Railway Station. A collaboration of the Norwalk Parking Authority, Norwalk Transit District and the Norwalk Arts Commission. Funding provided by the Parking Authority federal Transit Administration’s Public Art Enhancement grant program.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY
Accession Number: NPA1981.1
Object ID Number: NPA1981.1.1
Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE
Medium 1: Metal: bronze and brass

Medium 2:
Title: SPIRIT OF NORWALK a.k.a. The Phoenix
Artist(s): JEAN WOODHAM
Date Created (Year): 1981
Location: Garden of Norwalk Library at Belden Ave. and Mott Street.

Dimensions: 144” H x

Edition #:

Description: Repaired and re-installed on new pedestal in 2007; originally locate dat main entrance to building.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. No signage.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.1

Object ID Number: NPA1980.1.1

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Etching: drypoint and aquatint. Single plate.

Medium 2:

Title: PECK’S LEDGE LIGHTHOUSE

Artist(s): MARGARET McKINNICK

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Floor 2R corridor of Norwalk library

Dimensions: 13.5” H x 9.5” W (IMAGE)

Edition #: 8/10

Description: Set of four framed mixed media prints. Inscribed in pencil lower left “Public Arts Project” 1980.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good, although not framed archivally.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.1

Object ID Number: NPA1980.1.2

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Etching: drypoint and aquatint, photo etch

Medium 2: Blind embossment. 3 plates

Title: OYSTER BOAT, GHOST SHIPS WITH LIGHT-HOUSE AND RAINBOW

Artist(s): MARGARET McKINNICKINNICK

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Floor 2R corridor of Norwalk library

Dimensions: Top L: 6.75” H x 5” W; Top R: 6.75” H x 4” W; Lower: 5.25” H x 11” W

Edition #: 8/10

Description: Set of four framed mixed media prints. Inscribed in pencil lower left “Public Arts Project” 1980.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good, although not framed archivally.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.1

Object ID Number: NPA1980.1.3

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Etching: drypoint and aquatint. 2 plates

Medium 2:

Title: WATERFRONT

Artist(s): MARGARET McKINNICK

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Floor 2R corridor of Norwalk library

Dimensions: Top: 5.75” H x 9” W
            Lower: 5.75” H x 9” W

Edition #: 8/10

Description: Set of four framed mixed media prints. Inscribed in pencil lower left “Public Arts Project” 1980.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good, although not framed archivally.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.1

Object ID Number: NPA1980.1.4

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Etching: drypoint and aquatint Plate 1

Medium 2: Blind embossment of Plate 1

Title: MOOD PHASE OVER SOUTH NORWALK

Artist(s): MARGARET McKINNICKINNICK

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Floor 2R corridor of Norwalk library

Dimensions: Top: 7” H x 11” W
             Lower: 7” H x 11” W

Edition #: 8/10

Description: Set of four framed mixed media prints. Inscribed in pencil lower left “Public Arts Project” 1980.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good, although not framed archivally.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2015.1

Object ID Number: NPA2015.1.1

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital photography

Medium 2: 

Title: NORWALK

Artist(s): ERIC TRAUTMANN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Library main lobby

Dimensions: 42” h X 60” w

Edition #:

Description: Digital photograph on linen panel. 1 of 4 in current series

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2015.1

Object ID Number: NPA2015.1.2

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital photography

Medium 2:

Title: SHEFFIELD ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE

Artist(s): ERIC TRAUTMANN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Library main lobby

Dimensions: 42” h X 60” w

Edition #:

Description: Digital photograph on linen panel. 2 of 4 in current series

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1981.1

Object ID Number: NPA1981.1.2

Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Steel

Medium 2:

Title: MASS INTO ENERGY

Artist(s): RUTH DYER

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Library entrance area above stairwell

Dimensions: unknown

Edition #:

Description: anodized steel triangular sheets. Donated by Merchants Bank and Trust

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2015.1

Object ID Number: NPA2015.1.3

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital photography

Medium 2:

Title: MARITIME AQUARIUM

Artist(s): ERIC TRAUTMANN

Date Created (Year): 

Location:

Dimensions: 42” h X 60” w

Edition #:

Description: Digital photograph on linen panel. 3 of 4 in current series

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2015.1

Object ID Number: NPA2015.1.4

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital photography

Medium 2:

Title: FIRE ESCAPE

Artist(s): ERIC TRAUTMANN

Date Created (Year):

Location:

Dimensions: 42” h X 60” w

Edition #:

Description: Digital photograph on linen panel. 4 of 4 in current series

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2012.2

Object ID Number: NPA2012.2.1

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING/COLLAGE

Medium 1: Paint on wood panel

Medium 2: Fabric on wood panel

Title: THE READING FAMILY

Artist(s): JO-ANN THOMPSON-CLAYBOURNE

Date Created (Year): 2012

Location: Norwalk Library reading room

Dimensions: 72” H x 24” W x 0.5” D

Edition #:

Description: Painting and fabric collage attached to found wood panel.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2013.3

Object ID Number: NPA2013.2.1

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Acrylic on canvas

Medium 2:

Title: PROJECT SUMMER

Artist(s): JAHMANE

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Public Library main lobby

Dimensions:

Edition #:

Description: Mural created through program organized by Norwalk 2.0.

Ownership: Loan from Norwalk 2.0

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2013.2

Object ID Number: NPA2013.2.4

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Oil on canvas

Medium 2:

Title: NORWALK MIGRATION

Artist(s): DUVIAN MONTOYA

Date Created (Year): 3013

Location: Norwalk Public Library main lobby

Dimensions: 84” H x 142” W

Edition #:

Description: Mural created through program organized by Norwalk 2.0.

Ownership: Loan from Norwalk 2.0

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1981.2

Object ID Number: NPA1981.2.1

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled

Artist(s): RON GULIKAWS

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library computer section

Dimensions: 16” H x 36” W

Edition #: 3/50

Description: Photolithographically reproduced print edition of 50, from original watercolor (?) painting.

Note: print under glass in area lighted by fluorescent ceiling panels. Photograph for reference only.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1981.2

Object ID Number: NPA1981.2.2

Type: OBJECT - PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: FIVE MILE RUN, ROWAYTON c. 1920

Artist(s): JON STOBART

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library computer section

Dimensions: 16” H x 29.5” W (image)

Edition #:

Description: Photolithographically reproduced print from original watercolor (?) painting.

Note: print under glass in area lighted by fluorescent ceiling panels. Photograph for reference only.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK MUSEUM

Accession Number: NM 99.8
Note; this is a N. Museum Number. Object will not show in NPA query in database

Object ID Number: NM 99.8.1
Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Oil on canvas

Medium 2:

Title: South Norwalk Railroad Bridge

Artist(s): FRANK BRUCKMANN

Date Created (Year): 1995

Location: Norwalk Library main lobby

Dimensions: 56” H x 90.5” W

Edition #:


Ownership: City Museum Collection. On loan through Norwalk Historical Commission.

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2014.2

Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.1

Type: OBJECT - photolithographic print

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Waterfall)

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W (image)

Edition #:

Description: These six framed depictions of Norwalk area scenes may be reproductions of original water-colors. Difficult to tell due to location of pieces, but similar/duplicate framed versions are located in City Hall and the Transit District Offices. Not numbered however. Gift of the Friends of Norwalk Library

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2014.2

Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.2

Type: OBJECT - photolithographic print

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Norwalk Green)

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W (image)

Edition #:

Description: These six framed depictions of Norwalk area scenes may be reproductions of original watercolors. Difficult to tell due to location of pieces, but similar/duplicate framed versions are located in City Hall and the Transit District Offices. Not numbered however.

Gift of the Friends of Norwalk Library

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2014.2

Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.3

Type: OBJECT - photolithographic print

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Night on the waterfront)

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W (image)

Edition #:

Description: These six framed depictions of Norwalk area scenes may be reproductions of original watercolors. Difficult to tell due to location of pieces, but similar/duplicate framed versions are located in City Hall and the Transit District Offices. Not numbered however.

Gift of the Friends of Norwalk Library

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY
Accession Number: NPA2014.2
Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.4
Type: OBJECT - photolithographic print
Medium 1: Photolithography
Medium 2:
Title: Untitled (Norwalk Cuty Hall)
Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN
Date Created (Year):
Location: Norwalk Public Library
Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W (image)
Edition #:

Description: These six framed depictions of Norwalk area scenes may be reproductions of original watercolors. Difficult to tell due to location of pieces, but similar/duplicate framed versions are located in City Hall and the Transit District Offices. Not numbered however.
Gift of the Friends of Norwalk Library

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2014.2

Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.5

Type: OBJECT - photolithographic print

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (View from Verandah)

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W (image)

Edition #:

Description: These six framed depictions of Norwalk area scenes may be reproductions of original watercolors. Difficult to tell due to location of pieces, but similar/duplicate framed versions are located in City Hall and the Transit District Offices. Not numbered however.

Gift of the Friends of Norwalk Library

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2014.2

Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.6

Type: OBJECT - photolithographic print

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Norwalk Harbor from Veterans’ Park

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W (image)

Edition #:

Description: These six framed depictions of Norwalk area scenes may be reproductions of original watercolors. Difficult to tell due to location of pieces, but similar/duplicate framed versions are located in City Hall and the Transit District Offices. Not numbered however.
Gift of the Friends of Norwalk Library

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2011.1

Object ID Number: NPA2011.1.2

Type: OBJECT - FABRIC

Medium 1: Mixed media fabric patchwork quilt

Medium 2:

Title: NORWALK HAS HEART

Artist(s): Community participants

Date Created (Year): 2011

Location: Norwalk Public Library Children’s, 2nd Fl.

Dimensions: 73” H x 81” W

Edition #:

Description: A collaboration between Peace by Piece: The Norwalk Community Quilt Project and Stepping Stones Museum for Children. Funded by the Norwalk Children’s Foundation. Fabrics donated by Nate and Betsy Pusey. Children in the greater Norwalk community created the quilt fabric art using techniques in batik, cyanotype, spray dying, drawing, painting, stamping and stenciling. The quilt template was designed by Lizzy Rockwell.

More than 700 children and adults from local families, organizations, schools and community groups worked together to stitch this quilt that celebrates the museum’s 10th birthday and its lasting impact in the community.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library. Donated by Peace by Piece.

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA2011.1

Object ID Number: NPA2011.1.3

Type: OBJECT - FABRIC

Medium 1: Fabric patchwork quilt

Medium 2:

Title: HEART TO HEART

Artist(s): Community participants

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library Children’s, 2nd Fl.

Dimensions: 88” H x 63” W

Edition #:

Description: Community participation project. Insert more notes here

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library. Donated by Peace by Piece.

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.2

Object ID Number: NPA1980.2.1

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Oil on canvas?

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled

Artist(s): W. T. Heintze

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Norwalk Public Library lower floor corridor

Dimensions: 47” H x 70.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Painting depicting river scene, possibly of earlier period of Norwalk history.

Notes: Location of painting in narrow corridor made it impossible to photograph full length.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.2

Object ID Number: NPA1980.2.2

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Oil on canvas?

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled

Artist(s): W. T. Heintze

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Norwalk Public Library lower floor corridor

Dimensions: 47” H x 70.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Painting depicting river scene, possibly of earlier period of Norwalk history.

Notes: Location of painting in narrow corridor made it impossible to photograph full length.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.2

Object ID Number: NPA1980.2.3

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Watercolor

Medium 2:

Title: Sheffield Island Lighthouse

Artist(s): Betty O’Connel

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library Reference Section

Dimensions: 15” H x 11.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Watercolor of front façade of Sheffield Island Lighthouse

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.2

Object ID Number: NPA1980.2.4

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithographic print

Medium 2:

Title: Sheffield island Lighthouse

Artist(s): Richard Sparks

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library Reference Section

Dimensions: 18” H x 24” W

Edition #: 278/300

Description: Photolithographic print from original painting; edition of 300

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.2

Object ID Number: NPA1980.2.5

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Giclee print on linen paper

Medium 2:

Title: Grace P. Lowndes fishing boat

Artist(s): Ron Gulickman

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Public Library Reference Section

Dimensions: 16” H x 20” W

Edition #: not numbered.

Description: Print depicting fishing boat with lighthouse “ghost” image behind.

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK PUBLIC LIBRARY

Accession Number: NPA1980.3

Object ID Number: NPA1980.3.1

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Lithography

Medium 2:

Title: THE KID AND THE HYDRANT

Artist(s): Signature unreadable

Date Created (Year):

Location: South Norwalk Public Library children’s section lower floor

Dimensions: 18” H x 21.5” W

Edition #: 780/950

Description:

Ownership: Norwalk Public Library

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good.
CITY OF NORWALK ARTS COMMISSION

INVENTORY OF ART IN PUBLIC SPACES

SECTION FOUR: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

MURAL, PAINTING, DRAWINGS & PRINTS  119 - 133
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2005.1

Object ID Number: NPA2005.1.1

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Acrylic on canvas

Medium 2:

Title: WALK BRIDGE

Artist(s): BASCOVE

Date Created (Year): 2005

Location: Norwalk Transit District conference room

Dimensions: 31.5” H x 76.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Painting by New York artist Bascove used as illustration for poster. Bascove has documented and celebrated the Bridges of New York City. She has worked with The New York, Brooklyn, and Roosevelt Island Historical Societies, and has lectured and arranged events with many museums and civic organizations. Her work can be found in numerous private and public collections, including: the Museum of the City of New York, The Linda Lee Alter Collection of Art by Women, Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, MTA Arts for Transit, Norwalk Transit District, Time Warner, University of Texas, Austin, The National Archives, Canada, The New York Public Library, and Texas State University among others.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.2

Object ID Number: NPA2001.2.1

Type: OBJECT - DRAWING

Medium 1: Pen and ink on linen canvas

Medium 2:

Title: History of Transportation

Artist(s): ROY DOTY

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transit District office 2nd. floor

Dimensions: 32” H x 150” W

Edition #:

Description: Color pen and ink wash drawing. Original used as illustration. Room lighting makes for difficult photographic reproduction but may help extend life of drawing and reduce fading over time.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.2

Object ID Number: NPA2001.2.2

Type: OBJECT- DRAWING

Medium 1: Pen and ink

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Marco Polo)

Artist(s): ROY DOTY

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transirt District office

Dimensions: 4” H x 12.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 5 color pen and ink illustrations. Difficult to know if these are originals or reproductions. Lighting and narrow corridor location made for unsatisfactory photography conditions. Images for reference only.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good. Probably not framed archivally?
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.2

Object ID Number: NPA2001.2.3

Type: OBJECT- DRAWING

Medium 1: Pen and ink

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Jungle safari)

Artist(s): ROY DOTY

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transit District office

Dimensions: 9.5” H x 11.75” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 5 color pen and ink illustrations. Difficult to know if these are originals or reproductions.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.2

Object ID Number: NPA2001.2.4

Type: OBJECT- DRAWING

Medium 1: Pen and ink

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Canal boat)

Artist(s): ROY DOTY

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transit District office

Dimensions: 10.5 “ H 12” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 5 color pen and ink illustrations. Difficult to know if these are originals or reproductions.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.2

Object ID Number: NPA2001.2.5

Type: OBJECT- DRAWING

Medium 1: Pen and ink

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (India)

Artist(s): ROY DOTY

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transit District office

Dimensions: 5.25” H x 12” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 5 color pen and ink illustrations. Difficult to know if these are originals or reproductions.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District.

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.2

Object ID Number: NPA2001.2.6

Type: OBJECT- DRAWING

Medium 1: Pen and ink

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Venice)

Artist(s): ROY DOTY

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transit District office

Dimensions: 10’ H x 11” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 5 color pen and ink illustrations. Difficult to know if these are originals or reproductions.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2014.4

Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.1

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: ST. PETER’S ON THE GREEN

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Transit District

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W

Edition #:

Description: Reproductions of original watercolors. These are duplicates of the prints at Norwalk Public Library. Not numbered. Assumed to be photolithographic print reproductions of original watercolors.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2014.4

Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.2

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: BRIDGE TO WASHINGTON STREET

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Transit District

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W

Edition #:

Description: Reproductions of original watercolors. These are duplicates of the prints at Norwalk Public Library. Not numbered. Assumed to be photolithographic print reproductions of original watercolors

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2014.4

Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.3

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: NORWALK HARBOR FROM VETERAN'S PARK

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Transit District

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W

Edition #:

Description: Reproductions of original watercolors. These are duplicates of the prints at Norwalk Public Library. Not numbered. Assumed to be photolithographic print reproductions of original watercolors

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2014.4

Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.4

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (View from Verandah)

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Transit District

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W

Edition #:

Description: Reproductions of original watercolors. These are duplicates of the prints at Norwalk Public Library. Not numbered. Assumed to be photolithographic print reproductions of original watercolors

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2014.4

Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.5

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Norwalk City Hall)

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Transit District

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W

Edition #:

Description: Reproductions of original watercolors. These are duplicates of the prints at Norwalk Public Library. Not numbered. Assumed to be photolithographic print reproductions of original watercolors

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2014.4

Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.6

Type: OBJECT - PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Geese on waterfall)

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year): 

Location: Norwalk Transit District

Dimensions: 15.5” H x 22” W

Edition #:

Description: Reproductions of original watercolors. These are duplicates of the prints at Norwalk Public Library. Not numbered. Assumed to be photolithographic print reproductions of original watercolors.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT

Accession Number: NPA2001.3

Object ID Number: NPA2001.3.1

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Acrylic on canvas (triptych)

Medium 2:

Title: TRIBUTE TO NORWALK TRANSIT DISTRICT EMPLOYEES

Artist(s): LEONARD EVERETT FISHER

Date Created (Year): 2001

Location: Norwalk Transit District entrance

Dimensions: 3 panels: 72” H x 48” W x 1” D

Edition #:

Description: Painted triptych illustrating Norwalk Transit District activities, in 3 monochromatic colors, one per panel.

Ownership: Norwalk Transit District

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
SECTION FIVE: NORWALK FIRE DEPARTMENT

VINTAGE PHOTOGRAPH INSTALLATION 134 - 153
PAINTING 154

NOTE: These reproductions are cataloged in the PHOTO section of the Past Perfect Database
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.1

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: CHIEF McGOWAN

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 26” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.2

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: CENTRAL FIRE STATION (1)

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 52” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.3

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: CENTRAL FIRE STATION (2)

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 54” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.4

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: SAMUEL McGOWAN AT CENTRAL STATION

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 52” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.5

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2: 

Title: OLD WELL HOOK & LADDER CO.

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 62” W

Edition #: 

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.6

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: HOPE HOSE CO., COMMERCE STREET

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 52” W

Edition #: 

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.7

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: PHOENIX ENGINE COMPANY STEAMER

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 52” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.10

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: CENTRAL FIRE STATION (3. No Ivy)

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 55.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.11

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: EAST NORWALK 1920’s

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 52” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.12

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: MAIN STREET STATION 1928

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 53” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.13

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: PIONEER HOOK & LADDER TRUCK

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave.

Dimensions: 38” H x 50” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.
Accession Number: NPA2013.6
Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.14
Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH
Medium 1: Digital scan
Medium 2:
Title: 1909 KNOX HOSE WAGON
Date Created (Year): 2013
Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,
Dimensions: 38” H x 52” W
Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.15

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: OLD WELL HOOK & LADDER (2)

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 54” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.16

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: PUTNAM HOSE VOLUNTEERS

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 54” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.17

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: HOPE HOUSE

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 32” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.18

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: CENTRAL STATION 1928 (TRUCK)

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 55.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA2013.6

Object ID Number: NPA2013.6.19

Type: DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPH

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: MAYFLOWER COMPANY

Artist(s): Reproduced by Eric Trautmann

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave,

Dimensions: 38” H x 55.5” W

Edition #:

Description: Series of 19 vintage/news photographs depicting history of Norwalk Fire Stations, crews and fire chiefs. Reproduced, enlarged and printed onto linen panels in black and white.

Note: These are located on the 2nd floor of the Fire Station, which is a restricted area and not accessible to the public.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK FIRE DEPT.

Accession Number: NPA1979.1

Object ID Number: NPA1979.1.1

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Oil on canvas

Medium 2:

Title: HATCH AND BAILEY FIRE 1979

Artist(s): FRANCES STEVENS, WM. CARRERO

Date Created (Year):

Location: Norwalk Fire Station, Connecticut Ave, 3rd Fl.

Dimensions: 84” H x 482” W x 1” D

Edition #:

Description: Oil painting from photograph.

Ownership: Norwalk Fire Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Fair. Frame bears screw holes and splintering where painting was removed from original wall installation in former fire house.
CITY OF NORWALK ARTS COMMISSION

INVENTORY OF ART IN PUBLIC SPACES

SECTION SIX: EARLIER WORKS AND MISCELLANEOUS

NORWALK MURALS 155 - 159
JUNO, 50 WASHINGTON ST. 160
POLICE HQ. 161
SONO SIGN 162
CITY HALL (“Postcards & Prints”) 163 - 166

PRIVATE COMMISSIONS

SPC. WILFREDO PEREZ MEMORIAL 167
“RIDGEFIELD BANK” MURAL 168
Collection Name: NORWALK MURALS

Accession Number: NPA2006.1

Object ID Number: NPA2006.1.1

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING (MURAL)

Medium 1: Paint on brick

Medium 2:

Title: THE ALICE WENTWORTH

Artist(s): BRECHIN MORGAN / DOUGLAS DePIERRO


Location: Washington & Water Streets

Dimensions:

Edition #:

Description: Originally painted in 1987 by Brechin Morgan & members of the Brechin Sign Co., funded by the City Trust Corp. Repainted in 1983 with support from City Trust & Collins Development Corp. Resurfaced and restored in July 2007 by artist Douglas dePierro and dedicated to the memory of businessman Irving Avrick.

Ownership: Building owners (condominium association)

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Poor. Consistent water seepage problem causes paint to lift off surface and flake away in many areas, especially under window sills. Signage at base is in very poor condition and one sign is no longer attached to wall but sits on ground.
Collection Name: NORWALK MURALS

Accession Number: NPA2006.1.2

Object ID Number:

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING (MURAL)

Medium 1: Paint on brick

Medium 2:

Title: SHEFFIELD ISLAND LIGHTHOUSE 1868

Artist(s): BRECHIN MORGAN

Date Created (Year): 1979

Location: Water Street

Dimensions:

Edition #:

Description: mural depicting Sheffield Island Lighthouse in 1868.

Ownership: Building owner

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Poor. Paint is flaking away from mortar joints across most of surface, probably caused by water seeping behind paint in softer mortar.
Collection Name: NORWALK MURALS

Accession Number: NPA2006.1

Object ID Number: NPA2006.1.3

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on wood panels

Medium 2:

Title: BLUE SKIES OVER SOUTH NORWALK

Artist(s): BRECHIN MORGAN

Date Created (Year): 1989, 2006

Location: Elizabeth Street at S. Main St.

Dimensions: 120” H x 288” W x 1.75” D

Edition #:

Description: Originally painted in 1989 on plywood panels attached to brick wall; restored by artist in July 2006. Sponsored by Rex Marine Center in memory of Louis J. Gardella.

Ownership: Rex Marine Center ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good at moment.
Collection Name: NORWALK MURALS

Accession Number: NPA2006.1

Object ID Number: NPA2006.1.4

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING (MURAL)

Medium 1: Paint on brick

Medium 2:

Title: THE GREEN 1855

Artist(s): BRECHIN MORGAN SIGN CO.

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: Isaacs Street

Dimensions: unknown

Edition #:

Description: Mural depicting Norwalk Green c. 1855 copied from Raliou’s Pictorial postcard, collection of Norwalk Historical Society. Sponsored in part by the Fairfield County Savings Bank (mural is on wall adjacent to bank). A second sign possibly acknowledging another sponsor has worn away completely.

Ownership: Building owner?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Very poor. Weathering has caused significant peeling especially in top right areas, exposing red brick underneath.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK

Accession Number: NPA1980.2

Object ID Number: NPA1980.2.3

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Bronze

Medium 2:

Title: JUNO

Date Created (Year): 1980

Location: 50 Washington Street plaza

Dimensions: 87” H x 114” W x 54” D
Base: 19.5” H x 145” W x 96” D

Edition #: 3 castings made according to artist web site

Description: Bronze cast sculpture with blue-green pigmented surface. Other casting owned by Merrill Lynch, NJ and Brigham Young University, UT. The Juno work was commissioned by the National Endowment for the Arts. It had not been cast when the artist died in 1986.

Reuben Nakian (born August 10, 1897, College Point, New York – died December 4, 1986, Stamford, Connecticut) was an American sculptor and teacher of Armenian extraction. His recurring themes are from Greek and Roman mythology.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good, although there is a small dark graffiti tag on the front right upright visible from close range.
Collection Name: NORWALK POLICE DEPARTMENT

Accession Number: NPA2014.2

Object ID Number: NPA2014.2.7

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Bronze

Medium 2:

Title: THE PROTECTOR

Artist(s): BRODIN STUDIOS, MN.

Date Created (Year):

Location: s. Washington Street in front of Police HQ.

Dimensions:

Edition #:

Description: Cast bronze sculpture by Brodin Studios, Litchfield MN, a company specializing in monuments to police, firefighters etc. Sponsors included Stew Leonards, John M. Glover, DIAGEO and Guillermo Arteaga.

Dedication plaque at base inscribed “Dedicated in Memory of Norwalk Police Officers” Norwalk Police Union Local 1727.

Ownership: Norwalk Police Department

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: NORWALK REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY
Accession Number: NPA2014.4
Object ID Number: NPA2014.4.2
Type: OBJECT - SCULPTURAL SIGN

Medium 1: Metal
Medium 2: LED lighting

Title: SONO

Artist(s): Rachel Calemmo of Christine Rae Studios

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Washington and N. Main Streets under railway bridge

Dimensions: 74” H x 286” W x 4”D

Edition #:

Description: Aluminum or steel sign with programmed LED colored lighting. Fabricated at Cambridge Architect, Cambridge MD.

Ownership: Norwalk Redevelopment Agency

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK

Accession Number: NPA2013.4

Object ID Number: NPA2013.4.1

Type: OBJECT- DIGITAL PRINT

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: HERE AND GONE: PICTURES OF OUR PAST.

1. ROTON POINT, NORWALK HARBOR, CT

Artist(s): JEFFREY PRICE

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk City Hall

Dimensions:

Edition #:

Description: A series of digitally altered enlargements of scenes from vintage postcards depicting sites in Norwalk. Conceived, printed and framed by Jeffrey Price at Artists’ Market, Norwalk. Historical information for captions by Ralph Bloom.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK

Accession Number: NPA2013.4

Object ID Number: NPA2013.4.2

Type: OBJECT - DIGITAL PRINT

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: HERE AND GONE: PICTURES OF OUR PAST.

2. SOUTH NORWALK HARBOR AND RAILROAD

Artist(s): JEFFREY PRICE

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk City Hall

Description: A series of digitally altered enlargements of scenes from vintage postcards depicting sites in Norwalk. Conceived, printed and framed by Jeffrey Price at Artists’ Market, Norwalk. Historical information for captions by Ralph Bloom.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK

Accession Number: NPA2013.4

Object ID Number: NPA2013.4.3

Type: OBJECT- DIGITAL PRINT

Medium 1: Digital scan

Medium 2:

Title: HERE AND GONE: PICTURES OF OUR PAST.

3. WASHINGTON STREET, SOUTH NORWALK

Artist(s): JEFFREY PRICE

Date Created (Year): 2013

Location: Norwalk City Hall

Dimensions:

Edition #:

Description: A series of digitally altered enlargements of scenes from vintage postcards depicting sites in Norwalk. Conceived, printed and framed by Jeffrey Price at Artists’ Market, Norwalk. Historical information for captions by Ralph Bloom.

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK

Accession Number: NPA2014.3

Object ID Number: NPA2014.3.7

Type: OBJECT- PRINT

Medium 1: Photolithography

Medium 2:

Title: City Hall, Norwalk

Artist(s): TRACY SUGARMAN

Date Created (Year):

Location: City Hall entrance

Dimensions: 20” H x 28” W

Edition #:

Description:

Ownership: City of Norwalk

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: PRIVATE COMMISSIONS

Accession Number: NPA2013.5

Object ID Number: NPA2013.5.1

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE/MEMORIAL

Medium 1: Bronze

Medium 2:

Title: SPC. WILFREDO PEREZ MEMORIAL

Artist(s): unknown studio

Date Created (Year):

Location: Adjacent to Maritime Aquarium entrance

Dimensions: 51” H x 36” W x 30” D

Edition #:

Description: Memorial to Norwalk serviceman killed in Iraq. Commissioned by parents and family.

Ownership: Private

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: PRIVATE COMMISSIONS

Accession Number: NPA1981.2

Object ID Number: NPA1981.2.1

Type: OBJECT - MURAL

Medium 1: Hand painted ceramic tile

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Ridgefield Bank)

Artist(s): WIRTH-SALANDER STUDIOS

Date Created (Year):

Location: Marshall Street

Dimensions: 98.5” H x 168” W x 1” D

Edition #:

Description: Hand painted ceramic tile mural by Wirth-Salander Studios. Center banner inscribed “Ridgefield Bank”. Lower left banner labeled “Mahackemo Hotel”. Lower left inscribed “Genuario & Conover”.

Ownership: Building owners

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
CITY OF NORWALK ARTS COMMISSION

INVENTORY OF ART IN PUBLIC SPACES

APPENDIX 1; OYSTER SHELL PARK UNDERPASS

“STARS” 169 - 172

“PAINTINGS” 173 - 177
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2010.1

Object ID Number: NPA2010.1.1

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2: Paint

Title: Untitled (Star No. 1)

Artist(s): Unknown

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 60” H x 60” W x 24” D

Edition #:

Description: Blue Star with painted images of baby, fish, bird, butterfly over central image of world globe.

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Fair: small black ink “tag” in center of world globe.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2010.1

Object ID Number: NPA2010.1.2

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast aluminum

Medium 2: Paint

Title: Untitled (Star No. 2)

Artist(s): unknown

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 60” H x 60” W x 24” D

Edition #:

Description: Silver star in form of transistor radio/boom box.

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Fair: minor rust streaks on right and left upper “points”.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2010.1

Object ID Number: NPA2010.1.3

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2: Paint

Title: Untitled (Star No. 3)

Artist(s): Unknown

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 60” H x 60” W x 24” D

Edition #:

Description: Star painted with repeating pattern of lightbulbs

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Fair: some minor chipping on edges
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number: NPA2010.1

Object ID Number: NPA2010.1.4

Type: OBJECT- SCULPTURE

Medium 1: Cast Aluminum

Medium 2: Copper Wire

Title: Untitled (Star No. 4)

Artist(s): Unknown

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 60” H x 60” W x24” D

Edition #:

Description: Star wrapped in copper wire

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Good.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number:

Object ID Number:

Type: OBJECT - PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on wood panels

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (Power)

Artist(s): JAHMANE

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 96” H x 96” W X 1” D

Edition #:

Description: Painted mural on two 4’ x 8’ plywood panels, attached to metal framework. Label attached to lower right bears legend “Lexicon Creative Group”

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Fair: One graffiti tag on lower central image, partially obscuring the word “Power” on the computer screen.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION
Accession Number: NOT CATALOGED
Object ID Number:
Type: OBJECT- PAINTING
Medium 1: Paint on wood panels
Medium 2:
Title: Untitled (Flashlight)
Artist(s): Unknown
Date Created (Year):
Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass
Dimensions: 96” H x 96” W x 1” D
Edition #:
Description: Painted mural
Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.
Unsalvageable. Painted is covered 65% in graffiti tags.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number: NOT CATALOGED

Object ID Number:

Type: OBJECT- MIXED MEDIA MURAL

Medium 1: Paper photocopies?

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (1)

Artist(s): Unknown

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 96” H x 96” W x 1” D

Edition #:

Description: Mural appears to have been originally made up of photocopied images on paper glued to surface, with painted border.

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Destroyed. 95% of original images no longer in evidence. Also tagged on lower half of panels.
Collection Name: CITY OF NORWALK PARKS AND RECREATION

Accession Number: NOT CATALOGED

Object ID Number:

Type: OBJECT- PAINTING

Medium 1: Paint on wood panels

Medium 2:

Title: Untitled (2)

Artist(s): Unknown

Date Created (Year):

Location: Oyster Shell Park underpass

Dimensions: 96” H x 96” W x 1” D

Edition #:

Description: Painting no longer in place. Both wood panels on ground see below.

Ownership: ?

CONDITION REPORT: For internal use only. Not for entry in database.

Destroyed. Both panels on ground separately, covered in graffiti and dirt.